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Floods



What	is	that?



Alternative	sources



Social	Media	Information



Waze - Similar	concept



BIG	DATA

“Big data usually includes data sets with sizes beyond the ability of
commonly used software tools to capture, curate, manage, and process
data within a tolerable elapsed time. Big Data philosophy encompasses
unstructured, semi-structured and structured data, however the main
focus is on unstructured data.” source wikipedia

According to IBM: “Big Data is being generated at all times. Every digital
process and social media exchange produces it. Systems, sensors and
mobile devices transmit it. Much of this data is coming to us in an
unstructured form, making it difficult to put into structured tables with
rows and columns. To extract insights from this complex data, Big Data
projects often rely on cutting edge analytics involving data science and
machine learning. Computers running sophisticated algorithms can help
enhance the veracity of information by sifting through the noise created
by Big Data's massive volume, variety, and velocity.”
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Social	Media



Personality

- Neuroticism
- Extroversion
- Kindness
- Politics	filiation

Social	Media
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Social	Media	and	hydrology



Context

Pluviômetros Satélites

Rede de sensores



Problem	statement

Aricanduva catchment SAISP floods



Related	geolocated	tweets

City of São Paulo with related tweets as black 
points, rainfall gauges as blue triangles and the 
Aricanduva catchment shaded gray.





Key	words	and	wrong	key	words
Variable Words	in	Portuguese Words	in	English

Keywords %chuv%	(chuva,	chuvinha,	chuvisco)
%chov%	(chove,	chovendo,	chover,	
choveu)

rain,	rainy,	drizzle
It	rains,	to	rain,	rained	

Wrong	
keywords

%bolinho	de	chuva%,	%chuveiro%,	%chuva	
negra%,	%chuva	de	foto%,	%chuva	de	
benção%,	%chuva	de	graça%,	%chuva	de	
confete%,	%chuva	de	arroz%,	%chuva	de	
glitter%,	%chuva	de	espuma%,	%chuva	de	
amor%,	%chuva	de	mec%,	%chuva	de	
abacate%,	%chuva	de	sol%

sweet	snack,	shower,	rap	
group	calls	chuva negra,	
photo	rain,	rain	of	blessing,	
rain	of	grace,	confetti	rain,	
rice	rain,	glitter	rain,	foam	
rain,	love	rain,	mec rain,	
avocado	rain,	sun	rain.	

Reinforcement %chove	forte%,	%chove	muito%,	%muita	
chuva%,		%chovendo	muito%,	%chove	
muito	forte%

it	rains	hard,	It	rains	a	lot,	
lots	of	rain,	It's	raining	a	lot,	
It's	raining	very	strong

Weakening %arco íris% rainbow





Preliminary	results





Transformation	function
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTED MODEL (PDM)
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